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>>> Klick Hier <<<
Casino Cruise. Casino Cruise No Deposit Bonus Codes >Get 200 Free Spins. If you ever feel like

traveling while playing, Casino Cruise is the right deal for you. Whether you use the instant play version
or the casino cruise mobile, you will enjoy boarding the Online Cruise Ship with all its 600 games. A flash

browser from many providers, like Net Entertainment and Evolution Gaming , support Cruise online
casino, so there is no need for download. Unfortunately, players from France, Israel and the USA won’t
get access to Cruise Casino. BONUSES AND PROMOTIONS. Signing up to Cruise Casino you will

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch


earn a “Welcome bonus package” that includes an exclusive bonus of 55 Free Spins No Deposit on
Starburst Slots plus 150% up to $/£/€300 and 100 Free Spins on Starburst Slot if you make a deposit of
$20 or greater. Every deposit is rewarded with bonuses up to £€$1,100 Free Bonus on first 4 deposits.
Loading money during the week will give you access to the Friday freebie. There are no deposit bonus
codes and you can redeem your points without the need for wagering. Every 100 comp points collected
correspond to a $1 win. You might want to check your email constantly knowing that the creative team

places monthly vacation bonus packages and many more captivating online casino promotions for
members. GAMES AND SOFTWARE. The best feature of Casino Cruise is the variety of online games
NetEnt it provides Software, from Table Games to Jackpot and Video Poker, including the classic Slots,

making the journey adventurous and exciting. Casino Cruise slots bring their colorful themes, like
Medusa II and Owl Eyes, inviting the players to enjoy the captivating graphics that accompany the casino
games. You can choose between Virtual or live games, using the Cruise Casino search facility to help

you out. Table games lovers will be presented with games like French Roulette and Super Fun 21 , while
video poker players will use their bonuses on Joker Poker or Deuces Wild . Cruise Casino games like

Bonus Keno and Scratch Athoy are also available. And if you want to go live, professional dealers will be
available 24/7 for Blackjack , Baccarat , and Roulette . Licensed by the Maltese Lotteries and Gaming
Authority, Cruise Casino is supported by OddsMatrix Ltd, while the games are powered by EveryMatrix

N.V. SECURITY AND SUPPORT. Cruise Casino takes care of its players’ data using the SSL
encryption technology , which secures all the information on the system, while a PCI compliant system
will track the transaction guaranteeing the maximum security. Customers in need of online support can

use the live chat, the email and the telephone support to get their answers. Players from Austria, Canada
Malta and Australia can use the international numbers provided or revolve around the FAQ section. A

quoted Random Number Generator (RNG) ensuring random performance for fair gaming. Enjoy! 
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